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Three Memphis women chosen for
prestigious national cohort

Elana Kahane, Jana Weiskopf and Jaclyn Marshall represent Memphis
Jewish Federation through Emerge, an innovative program of Jewish
Federations of North America’s National Women’s Philanthropy initiative.
generation of Jewish community leaders
“We are all very similar in many
is a priority for Memphis Jewish Federaways, but we live in these different comtion,” said Cindy Finestone, MJF board
munities, have different backgrounds,
chair. “When we were approached to take
and have different experiences with
part in the inaugural year of the National
volunteering and running programs,”
Women’s philanthropy Emerge leadersaid Jaclyn Marshall, one of three dyship program, we were excited to nomnamic Memphis women nominated by
inate Jaclyn, Jana Weiskopf and Elana
Memphis Jewish Federation (MJF) and
Kahane based on their talents and have
selected to participate in the inaugural
them represent Memphis. I look forward
cohort of the prestigious Jewish Federato hearing about their experiences and
tions of North America (JFNA) national
ideas from this program that will help us
leadership program, Emerge. “It feels
shape the future of Jewish Memphis.”
great knowing that there are all these
Jaclyn relocated here from San Franwomen like us in other communities,
cisco several years ago, and quickly
doing great things. Making connections
jumped into the fold, currently servwith these people goes a long way. We
ing as vice chair of Leadership Destrive to get more people from our peer
velopment for Federation’s Executive
group involved and figure out the best
Committee, co-chair of its young adult
strategies on how to achieve that.”
initiative FedLED, and member of the
With research suggesting that womCommunity Grants Committee. Jana, a
en make the philanthropic decisions in
life-long Memphian from a multi-genthe majority of households, this new
erational Memphis family, serves as a
and highly selective initiative seeks to
member of the FedLED Council and the
inspire female philanthropists under the
Community Grants Committee. Another
age of 45 who are stepping forward as
life-long Memphian from a multi-genJewish female leaders.
erational Memphis family, Elana, is a
“Engaging and empowering the next

past PTA president of the Margolin Hebrew Academy/Feinstone Yeshiva of the
South and currently sits on the school’s
PTA board.
“I have been surprised with how focused Emerge has been on self-discovery and self-reflection. I am recognizing
that I have a greater skill set from past
experiences than I realized. I’ve done
this type of training before but it’s almost like I’ve been out of practice,” said
Jana. “I haven’t been in the workplace
or been in major leadership roles in the
past decade, but thanks to Emerge, I’ve
been reminded of my skill set and the
value that I can bring to leadership. I
get joy out of being involved, making
connections, and being passionate about
my goals. I’m an innate helper, so this
program has been great for me.”
The 25 Emerge women from seven
Federation communities are learning
from peers and a broad array of Jewish
communal leaders and speakers. Engaging in immersive, monthly virtual
programming focusing on personal and
spiritual growth, cohort and community building, and leadership training and
mentorship, the program culminates
with their participation in the January
2022 International Lion of Judah Conference. Post-program, these women are
charged with taking home their newly
honed skills and valuable experiences
to strengthen women’s philanthropy and
leadership in their local communities.
“My participation in this national cohort has introduced me to inspiring leaders from across the country and helped
expose me to many of the differing issues that sister Jewish communities are
facing,” said Elana. “The passionate
dialogue we have had has been both
enlightening and empowering. I feel,
with each session, that I am growing as
a leader and becoming better positioned
to help strengthen our wonderful Jewish
community.” HW

British radio host who called Jews to be
‘wiped out’ is jailed
(JNS) – A radio host in the United
Kingdom who said Jews were “filth,”
“like rats” and needed to be “wiped out”
was sentenced to 32 months in jail and
banned from broadcasting for 10 years.
Graham Hart, 69, had previously
pleaded guilty to eight counts of producing a “program in service with intent or
likely to stir up racial hatred,” The Jewish Chronicle reported on Aug. 6. The
charges stem from comments he made

between 2016 and 2020.
He once told radio listeners, “If you’re
listening Mr. Jew, we’re coming to get
you. Let’s get rid of the Jews; it’s time
for them to go. After Christmas I’m going to work, going on the attack because
I’ve had enough. I don’t want bloodshed
but if that’s what it takes to get it done.”
He also reportedly said: “Why did
Hitler want to gas them? Why did Hitler hate the Jews? Why have they been

kicked out of 79 countries 199 times?
Because they’re filth, that’s why.”
Campaign Against Antisemitism gave
police evidence of Hart’s anti-Semitic
rants, according to the Chronicle. When
police investigated the matter, they discovered material that showed Hart engaged in Holocaust denial and poked
fun at Jewish people on social media.
Books and documents about the Holocaust were also found at his home.
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The MJCC
2021 Annual
Campaign
underway
The Memphis Jewish Community
Center (MJCC) kicked off its Annual
Campaign in July to benefit its scholarship program.
Scholarships are given to Jewish individuals and families, allowing them to
participate in membership, camp and the
Early Childhood Center. The MJCC typically awards over 300 scholarships to
families per year. No one is ever turned
away based on their inability to pay.
According to MJCC President and
CEO, Larry Skolnick, “One of our
guiding principles is Areivut – to share
responsibility for each other and help
those of us in need. With this in mind,
scholarships ensure anyone who wants
to participate as a member or in a specific program is able to do so, irrespective
of their financial situation. The process
is completely confidential, and we encourage any Jewish families who need
help to apply.”
The MJCC was founded in 1949 by
prominent Jewish, Memphis businessmen who saw a need for our returning
World War II veterans. They needed a
place where they could assimilate back
into civilian life. More than 70 years
later, it serves the entire Memphis and
Shelby County community. The MJCC
and its programs and events – for infants at six weeks through senior adults
– provide a central place for the Jewish
community to find health and wellness
initiatives addressing the areas of physical, mental, intellectual, cultural, social
and spiritual well-being.
For more information visit www.jccmemphis.org/support. If you are interested in supporting the MJCC Annual
Campaign, please contact Judy Goldberg, development director at jgoldberg@jccmemphis.org or 901.259.9243.
For more information or to apply for
a scholarship, please contact Rhonda
White at rwhite@jccmemphis.org. HW

Stephen Silverman, director of investigations and enforcement at Campaign
Against Antisemitism, said: “The offenses he committed constitute some of the
most extreme hatred towards Jews that
we have ever encountered. It is vital that
the Jewish community is protected from
this man, which this [prison] sentence
achieves. It also sends a necessary message
to like-minded people that hate towards
British Jews will not be tolerated.” HW
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Jewish Foundation of Memphis fundholders attend a training on the new
donor portal, facilitated by Sarah VanderWalde
ily available,” she continued.
The Jewish Foundation of Memphis
This increase in funds, assets and
(JFOM) marked 25 years by announcing
needs led leadership to consider the
a record achievement of more than $100
Foundation’s role in TomorrowStrong,
million under management. In making
JCP’s combined effort to address the
the announcement, Jewish Foundation
most pressing needs facing our Memof Memphis Chair Anthony Morrison
phis Jewish community. Through inacknowledged the confidence local
ternal staff promotions, re-alignment
community donors and organizations
of resources, launching of a new donor
have shown in the services provided by
portal, and a strategic planning process,
the Foundation.
JFOM will strengthen its position as the
“It’s hard to believe we have been in
primary philanthropic resource in the
business for a quarter century,” said AnMemphis Jewish community.
thony. “I am so proud to be part of an
“We have exciting things happening at
organization that partners with hundreds
the Foundation,” said Sheri Gadberry, seof local Jewish philanthropists to make
nior philanthropic officer and executive
a real difference in our community.”
vice president of the Foundation. “At the
Over the course of 25 years, the Jewbeginning of August, we launched a new
ish Foundation of Memphis has estabonline donor platform. With a few key
lished itself as a valued philanthropic
strokes donors can recommend grants,
resource for charitable families. By ofcheck their balance and pull up past
fering donor advised funds, designated
granting and gifting history.”
endowments, and developing experIn addition to launching the new dotise in non-cash gifts including stock,
nor portal, Foundation leadership asreal estate, and collectibles, the Jewish
sembled a committee to build an ambiFoundation has become the go-to charitious strategy for the next 25 years by
ty for families wanting to make a signiflaunching a strategic plan. Led by Anicant impact.
thony Morrison along with a committee
And, over the past year, with COVID
of advisors and donors, the strategic
impacting all of our Jewish agencies,
plan will bring together key stakeholdsynagogues, schools, and families,
ers of the Foundation, inviting their inhaving resources to grant became even
put into its future.
more critical.
“The process of pulling the strategic
“Grant-making was at an all-time
plan together has been enlightening and
high over the past 16 months,” said Lauinformative,” said Sarah Vanderwalde,
ra Linder president & CEO of Jewish
JFOM’s newly promoted director of
Community Partners (JCP), the orgaFoundation’s Programs. “We engaged a
nization that manages the Jewish Founnational facilitator for focus groups with
dation and the Memphis Jewish Federafundholders and professional advisors
tion. “During the height of COVID we
and have developed a series of surveys.
were communicating weekly with our
The data we gather will inform our stratlocal Jewish organizations and passing
egies moving forward.”
along their needs to our fund holders.
“We have had an incredible year,”
Every week grants were made to supsaid Laura. “Through our agency partport basic needs such as iPads, computners and the hundreds of donors we
ers and cameras, and larger needs such
work with, the sky’s the limit.”
as PPE and tents for outside worship.
For more information, please contact
“Without the funds that had already
Sarah Vanderwalde @ svanderwalde@
been contributed to donor advised funds,
jcpmemphis.org or 901.374.0400. HW
needed dollars may not have been read-
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Correction

On August 5, 2021, on page 6, the article titled, “Boy Scout Troop 25 honors
new Eagel Scout,” incorrectly named
Ben Nathan for his Pavilion Eagle Project. The name should have been listed as
Adam Nathan. See page 11 for photo.
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LET ME SELL YOUR HOME!
every part of the process. He was here for the home inspection
and the closing. Very helpful!
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JCC Movement to celebrate 40th Anniversary of North America’s
largest Jewish teen sports and community-building event
NEW YORK – After a two-year hiatus due to the pandemic, JCC Maccabi
Games®, a signature event of JCC Maccabi®, will return in 2022. Presented by
JCC Association of North America, the
Games are the largest organized Jewish
teen sports event in North America. In
2022, the Lawrence Family JCC on the
Jacobs Family Campus will serve as the
host community, from July 31 to Aug. 5,
2022, in San Diego, California.
Next year also will mark the 40th anniversary of the Games, a remarkable
milestone for JCC Maccabi. Throughout the last four decades, JCC Maccabi Games have engaged more than
100,000 Jewish teens – impacting not
only athletes’ lives, but also those of
host families, volunteers, and dozens of
host communities that make the Games
possible each year.
“We are thrilled to announce the return of the JCC Maccabi Games in
2022,” said Doron Krakow, president
and CEO of JCC Association. “In addition to being a premier Jewish athletic
event, the Games play a powerful part
in strengthening young people’s Jewish
identity and in forging ties with peers
and with the wider Jewish world.”
The 40th anniversary Games will include the launch of JCC Maccabi Access, a pilot initiative for the Games
in San Diego that will provide Jewish
teens with cognitive and developmental
disabilities a meaningful and integrated
JCC Maccabi experience. This initiative
will be the first of many expansions of
the JCC Maccabi platform in the com-

ing years. These efforts will bring together more Jewish teens and communities from across North America for
Jewish-identity and leadership-building
opportunities.
Although the pandemic limited the
JCC Movement’s ability to mount the
Games in 2020 or 2021, planning and
preparations for its return never missed
a beat and ensure that, beginning in
2022, we will significantly enhance the
impact and influence of JCC Maccabi.
“Although we were deeply disappointed by the absence of last year’s
Games, the timing provided a unique
opportunity for us to take a deep, careful look at the program and thoughtfully plan for the future of JCC Maccabi,” said Sam Cohen, vice president of
program and talent at JCC Association.
“We’re excited to relaunch this signature program in 2022 and to continue
to expand and enrich it in the coming
years.”
Begun in 1982, the JCC Maccabi
Games are an Olympic-style sporting
competition during which athletes from
ages 12 to 16 can showcase their talents
while demonstrating a commitment to
Jewish values. The San Diego Games
will feature such team sports as baseball, basketball, softball, ice hockey,
lacrosse, soccer, and volleyball. Individual sports competitions will include
swimming and tennis. The two-week
competition, which is held in two cities
each year, has featured notable alumni
who have gone on to become worldclass athletes, including swimmer Mark

Spitz, gymnast Mitch Gaylord, baseball players Ernie Grunfeld and Danny
Schayes, and tennis pros Brad Gilbert
and Dick Savitt. JCC Maccabi Games
Alumni Shai Buium and Josh Bloom
were selected in the 2021 NHL draft.
According to Betzy Lynch, CEO of
the Lawrence Family JCC, “We are
thrilled to be hosting the long-awaited
JCC Maccabi Games in San Diego in
2022.” She continued, “Not only is our
entire community eagerly looking forward to marking four decades of JCC
Maccabi magic, we want to embrace the
opportunity to rally around this gigantic
display of Jewish pride and belief in our
Jewish future. The expansion of the program to include JCC Maccabi Access
elevates our goals in bringing a diverse
group of Jewish teens and communities
from across North America together for
sporting experiences that – combined
with Jewish cultural, social, social action, and leadership elements – will
create deep, rich, and transformative experiences, inspiring and augmenting the
Jewish journey of every person touched
by JCC Maccabi.”
JCC Maccabi Games will take place
from July 31 to Aug. 5, 2022. For more
information and to learn how to support the JCC Maccabi Games, please
visit JCCMaccabiGames.org or http://
jccmaccabisd.org/
About JCC Association of North
America
JCC Association of North America
leads and connects the JCC Movement,

Ashley Gardens – SOLD!

I was fortunate enough
to be able to put this
transaction together for
the Seller and the Buyer
and can do the same
for YOU!
If you have any questions
about real estate, feel free
to call or email me for a
confidential discussion.
Remember…

When you want the job DONE, call Shel-DONE!

Life Member, Multi-Million Dollar Club
Memphis Area Association of Realtors

About the Lawrence Family JCC |
JACOBS FAMILY CAMPUS
Lawrence Family JCC | JACOBS
FAMILY CAMPUS provides social,
cultural, educational, and recreational
programs to individuals and families
of all ages, religions, races, and financial, physical, and mental abilities.
Similarly, the LFJCC provides equal
opportunity employment to individuals
of all religions and backgrounds. The
LFJCC welcomes San Diego’s diverse
Jewish community and the community
at large. The Lawrence Family Jewish
Community Center, JACOBS FAMILY
CAMPUS is located at 4126 Executive
Drive, La Jolla, California. Learn more
at LFJCC.org or on Facebook and Instagram. HW

French police
detain woman for
poster deemed
antisemitic at
COVID protest
By Cnaan Liphshiz

Never on the market

Sheldon Rosengarten,
Broker

advancing and enriching North American Jewish life. With 1.5 million people walking through the doors of more
than 170 Jewish Community Centers
and Jewish Community Camps (JCCs)
each week, the JCC Movement is the
largest platform for Jewish engagement on the continent. JCC Association,
the convening organization of this dynamic network, partners with JCCs to
bring together the collective power and
knowledge of the entire JCC Movement, including 12,000 full-time and
41,000 part-time and seasonal professionals. By supporting them, together
we enhance and strengthen Jewish life
throughout North America. Learn more
at JCCA.org or on Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter.

REALTOR Emeritus*

*Awarded by the National Association of Realtors
for 40 Years of Service.

Office 901.682.1868 • Cell 901.483.0546
shelrose@memphisrelocate.com

(JTA) – Police in France detained
a woman for carrying a sign widely
deemed antisemitic at a demonstration
against COVID-19 emergency measures.
Cassandre Fristot, an activist for the
far-right National Rally party, held up a
brown cardboard poster at the rally last
Saturday in Metz condemning President
Emmanuel Macron and several wellknown Jewish people as “traitors.” Fristot, who lost her 2012 bid for a local
council on the National Rally ticket, is
suspected of inciting hatred of Jews, Le
Monde reported last Monday.
The poster also featured the question
“but who?” with one of the letters decorated with devil’s horns. It listed as
traitors several politicians and businesspeople who are Jewish or have Jewish
roots, including former Prime Minister
Laurent Fabius, former Health Minister
Agnès Buzyn, government spokesperson Gabriel Attal, George Soros and
philosopher Bernard-Henri Levy.
The rally was protesting the introduction of a COVID vaccine pass to be used
at many public spaces as a requisite for
admission.
Antisemitic rhetoric at protests concerning the pandemic has been commonplace, but the picture of Fristot,
with the French flag in the background,
went viral on social media and elicited strong-worded condemnations from
France’s top politicians.
“This poster is reprehensible,” Interior Minister Gérald Darmanin wrote
on Twitter. “Antisemitism is a criminal
offense, not an opinion and such expressions will not remain unpunished.” HW
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Chabad to dedicate new
playground with a Family Fun Day
Chabad of Tennessee will dedicate
and formally open its new state-of-theart playground at the Chabad Center for
Jewish Life on Kirby Parkway on Sun.,
August 22 at 5 p.m.
The entire Jewish community is invited
to the Family Fun Day for the dedication
and to recognize the many people who
contributed to the playground project.
“Come enjoy lots of good food including hot-dogs, wings and all the
trimmings, as well as desserts, cookies,
watermelon, cotton candy and Parker’s
Water Ice,” said Rivky Klein co-director
of Chabad.
Kids will also have the opportunity to
partake in the pre-holiday activities such

as holiday card making, a honey-making
presentation by a local beekeeper, balloon animals, face painting and more.
“The addition of the grand Playground
Area to the Chabad Center’s campus is
not just about having a place where the
children of all ages can play throughout
the year,” said Rabbi Levi Klein. “It’s
about creating a space that will foster a
sense of community for the parents as
well. The children are our future and
making a bold statement that Chabad is
a fun place for all, is very important.”
The event is free of charge, but reservations are required by Thurs., August
19 by visiting www.JewishMemphis.
com/Playground HW

MJHR’s 29th Annual Golf
Tournament tees off in September
By Shoshana Cenker

Plans for the Memphis Jewish Home
& Rehab’s (MJHR) 29th Annual Golf
Tournament are in full swing. The event
is returning to the green after a two-year
respite due to COVID-19. This popular
event is set for 11:30 a.m. on Mon., September 13 at Ridgeway Country Club.
Thirty teams with four players each will
take part in the competition, which currently has 97 sponsors.
This year’s tournament is honoring the memory of beloved Dr. Maury
Bronstein, a longtime MJHR friend,
supporter, previous rehab patient, and
board member who ultimately earned
the prestigious designation of Honorary
Board Member.
“Dr. Bronstein’s wife, Mary, was a
loyal volunteer at the golf tournament
for many years. Together, they established the Bronstein Thanksgiving
Dinner Fund in 2007, which provides
funds so MJHR residents can celebrate
Thanksgiving with their families,”
noted Kate Menke, MJHR director of
Philanthropy and Community Engagement. “Dr. and Mrs. Bronstein brought
so much joy to our patients, residents,
and staff through their endless support
of these events, as well as their countless acts of loving kindness.”
The $300 tournament entry fee includes a lunch buffet, contests, cart/
green fees, driving range, practice
green, refreshments and an awards party. Players have the chance to win cash
and several prizes from the Robinson
Toyota Hole-in-One putting contest,
sand trap contest, closest to the pin contest, and longest drive contest.
“MJHR is saving lives and is an invaluable asset to the Mid-South community. The devastating effects of the
pandemic have made our biggest annual
fundraising event all the more crucial for
our organization to remain afloat during

these difficult times,” added Kate. “Our
annual golf tournament is quite literally
what keeps our lights on, our residents
well cared for, and our community clean
and safe. We are so grateful to our sponsors for their unwavering generosity
throughout this pandemic that has financially affected so many, if not all of us.”
Committee and volunteer members
are finalizing plans, which also include
course-side drink and snack carts. Plus,
B.R. Distilling Company is providing a
tasting booth on the course, showcasing
its award-winning Blue Note Bourbon
and Riverset Rye.
There’s still time to register to compete – participants have until the date of
the event, September 13. Those without
a team can enter as an individual and
get placed with a team. Sponsorships
from $300-$10,000 are still available.
Sponsorship deadline is August 30. All
sponsors will be recognized with special signage at the event and in the digital tournament program shared with the
community.
“We are so grateful for the unwavering support of our 2020 “No-Go” Tournament, which was especially critical
given the challenges and added expenses of protecting our precious elders and
our staff,” said Kate. “Financial contributions are likewise crucial for this
year’s tournament as we continue to
carefully navigate the enduring effects
of the pandemic on our community. So,
dust off your golf bag, reunite with your
swing, and join us in supporting this
year’s tournament – maybe you’ll sink
that ever-elusive hole-in-one this year.
Thanks to all the donors and volunteers
for their generosity and for being our
partners in the care of our beloved seniors!”
Register to play or sponsor: www.
memphisjewishhome.org/giving HW

SERVICES AVAILABLE

• Driver—Courteous and reliable person to take

you anywhere you need to go in Memphis and surrounding areas: Dr’s appointments, Shopping, Errands, Airport. Available weekdays and weekends.

• House Sitting and Dog Sitting—

Responsible adult available to stay with your dogs
while you are away. I love dogs!

Contact Rick Danzig: 901-337-6009

|
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Temple Israel Troop 25 to host
Youth Archery Event
Temple Israel Troop 25 and the
Chickasaw Council invite all boys and
girls ages 7-14 to participate in a Free
Archery event. The Archery Event will
be held Sun., August 29 from noon - 5
p.m. in the meadow behind the Temple
Israel Sanctuary.
Rudimentary archery lessons will be
given by level 1 and level 2 Certified
USA Archery Instructors. Bows and arrows appropriate for younger and older
youth will be used.
Several Cub Scout Packs (kindergarten-5th grade) and Scout BSA Troops
(11-17 years old) from the Eastern District will be demonstrating scout skills
and sharing what makes the program

great for them.
Parents and leaders will be able to
talk with scout parents about why they
have their children in the program and
about their particular units in Memphis,
Germantown, Collierville, Lakeland,
Arlington and Cordova.
A waiver will need to be signed by
the parent for their child to shoot any
arrows.
Troop 25 meets every Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the Scout Room at Temple Israel.
For more information about the
event or troop, contact. Dr. Mark Clemons, Troop 25 committee chairman at
901.483.6408. HW

Congressmen Cohen, Davis and
Swalwell introduce the Private
Student Loan Bankruptcy Fairness Act
WASHINGTON – Congressmen
Steve Cohen (TN-09), Danny K. Davis (IL-07), and Eric Swalwell (CA-15)
introduced the Private Student Loan
Bankruptcy Fairness Act on July 30.
This legislation would restore fairness
in student lending by treating privately
issued student loans the same as other
types of private debt are treated in bankruptcy. Until 2005, this type of student
loan debt was dischargeable in bankruptcy, but a change to the bankruptcy
code that year removed that consumer
protection.
Congressman Cohen made the following statement:
“People who seek a higher education
to better their futures should not be discouraged from doing so by the threat of
financial ruin. No one wants to declare
bankruptcy, but the bankruptcy system
should work as a safety net allowing
people to get the education they want
with the assurance that, should their
finances face the unexpected strains of
layoffs, accidents or other unforeseen
events, such as our ongoing pandemic,
they will be protected. Our bill would
provide that assurance.”
Congressman Davis made the following statement:
“Student loan debt is crushing millions of borrowers, especially students
of color. The pandemic’s dual economic
and health crises have only exacerbated
this harm, and education borrowers deserve the same bankruptcy protections
enjoyed by other consumer borrowers.
The 2005 bankruptcy restrictions penalize borrowers for pursuing higher education, provide no incentive to private
lenders to lend responsibly, and likely affect African American borrowers
more negatively than other borrowers.
Private education debt is no different

than other consumer debt; it involves
private profit and deserves no privileged treatment. I will work actively
with Congressman Cohen and Senator
Durbin to protect student borrowers.”
Congressman Swalwell made the following statement:
“Too many Americans are having to
defer their dreams – starting a family,
buying a home, launching a business –
because they’re stuck in student loan
debt. The Private Student Loan Bankruptcy Fairness Act will allow borrowers who have fallen on tough times to
start their adult lives without fear of financial ruin, so that they are better able

Changes the law to
permit discharge in
bankruptcy
to pursue their dreams.”
Before changes were made to the
Bankruptcy Code in 2005, only government-issued or government-guaranteed
student loans were excluded from discharge in bankruptcy. This protection
was intended to safeguard federal investments in higher education. Today’s
bill would restore the bankruptcy law
pertaining to private student loans and
allow them to be discharged in bankruptcy.
Private student loans lack the critical
consumer protections that come with
federal student loans. For example, private lenders are not required to – and
typically do not – provide any of the
deferments, income-based repayment
plans, cancellation rights or loan forgiveness programs that are available to
federal student loan borrowers. HW
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Filmmakers constructed an acre-sized shtetl for a Ukrainian WWII film.
Now they want to preserve it as a museum.

Credit: History & Art Images via Getty Images

By Cnaan Liphshiz

(JTA) – In the woods of northern
Ukraine, construction workers have
built an island in time: a shtetl.
That’s the Yiddish word for the type
of old-fashioned Jewish towns that existed throughout Eastern Europe before
the Holocaust.
This new shtetl, comprising 18 buildings on more than an acre of land near
the lakeside town of Rovzhi, near Kyiv,
was built this summer over 50 days as
the set for a historical feature film titled
“Shttl.” (The “e” is missing to underline emptiness, director Edie Walter,
an Argentina-born filmmaker, told the
Ukrainian news site KP).
The film, a joint French-Ukrainian
production, is unusual both for its budget of several million dollars – a massive
investment in Ukraine’s ailing economy
– and its treatment of a tragic and politically sensitive period in the history of
Jews in Ukraine.
Scheduled to premiere next year,
the movie even has some Hollywood
star power in Saul Rubinek, a Canadian-Jewish actor who featured in the
1987 classic “Wall Street” alongside
Michael Douglas and has had TV guest
appearances on “Frasier,” “Curb Your
Enthusiasm,” “Schitt’s Creek” and “The
Marvelous Mrs. Maisel.” Rubinek also
plays a heavily accented Jewish weapons expert in the Nazi hunter drama
“Hunters” on Amazon.
“Shttl,” set in the summer of 1941, follows how the Nazi invasion of Ukraine
devastated the lives of two Jewish newlyweds and their one-time shtetl community in Sokal, in Western Ukraine.
It’s a potential foray into a political
landmine.
During that summer, especially in
Western Ukraine, locals participated in
the liquidation of area Jews, sometimes
with remarkable cruelty. The country is
now in the midst of a polarizing debate
about the glorification of some of those
perpetrators amid a surge of nationalism
and antipathy toward Russia, which the
Nazi collaborators were fighting during
World War II.
President Vlodymyr Zelensky, who
is Jewish, has expressed reservations
about the practice of glorifying Nazi
collaborators but has generally avoided confrontations over the issue with
nationalists, who enjoy considerable
popular support amid a simmering territorial conflict with Russia that began
in 2014.
Following a march through Kyiv in
May that featured Nazi symbols, Zelensky for the first time condemned the
practice outright.
“We categorically condemn any manifestation of propaganda of totalitarian regimes, in particular the National Socialist, and attempts to revise the truth about
World War II,” he said in a statement.
Reports this week in the Ukrainian

media about the film have not addressed
how the filmmakers intend to navigate
these complicated issues. Both the
film’s French and Ukrainian production
companies have not responded to requests for comment.
Bringing a shtetl back to life was of
paramount importance to Walter, he told
KP.
“I want the viewers to walk in the alleyways along with the actors and feel
everything,” he said.
Walter added that although the protagonists of the film are the Jewish couple,
a non-Jewish Ukrainian character also
has an important role as a close friend of
the Jewish groom.
The actress portraying the bride, Anisia Stasevich, studied Yiddish for the
role. She also studied with Eli Rosen,
an actor who was raised in a Hasidic
Jewish community in Brooklyn and was
consulted by makers of the Netflix series “Unorthodox.”
Stasevich’s grandfather was a Jew
from the Ukrainian city of Odessa who
would “be happy to see me returning to
the roots,” she told KP.
To lower costs, the producers bought
old houses across Ukraine and scavenged them for parts to erect the set,
production designer Ivan Levchenko
told the news site. Doing so was cheaper
than processing and aging fresh materials, he said. Some buildings were built
of polystyrene, upon which artists drew
fake facades. That was the solution
as well for the headstones of the fake
shtetl’s cemetery.

Other structures include a school, a
large wooden structure with a Star of
David on its gable, and a synagogue
complete with massive wooden doors
and an interior that took a crew of artists
two weeks to paint.
The set has attracted attention in the
Ukrainian media because of the unusual
attempt to recreate an institution that had
existed for centuries in Eastern Europe.
Only remnants of shtetls can be seen
now in a handful of places, including
Bershad, a sleepy town 160 miles south
of Kyiv. The tiny synagogues, or shtiebels, have mostly remained intact there,
although the interiors have been converted into shops and auto repair shops.
But 50 Jews remain, maintaining a typical shtetl synagogue with board floors.
In Belarus, the city of Babruysk also

In-Home Care Services
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Safety Solutions

boasts a well-preserved former shtetl,
though most of its Jewish population of
several hundred do not live there.
The best-preserved shtetl today exists
outside Europe in the town of Krasnaya
Sloboda, in Azerbaijan, where several
hundred Jews live with financial support
from community members who left for
Russia, Israel and beyond.
In other shtetls, structures have long
been destroyed, taken apart or decayed
and are now indistinguishable from
their surrounding villages and towns.
The film’s production firm is working
on turning the set into a museum and
memorial monument for the hundreds
of shtetls destroyed by the Nazis and
their collaborators, KP reported.
“The main issue is to leave it in good
hands,” Walter said. HW
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U.S. State Department probes incident of
swastika etched into one of its elevators

The seal of the U.S. Department
of State. Credit: Christopher E.
Zimmer/Shutterstock.
(JNS) – The U.S. State Department
began investigating who was behind the
etching of a swastika on a wood panel
in one of the department’s elevators last
week.
According to Axios, which first reported the incident, U.S. Secretary of
State Antony Blinken, who is on a trip to
India and Kuwait, sent an email to staff
at the department saying that the swastika was removed and an investigation
had commenced.
“As this painfully reminds us, anti-Semitism isn’t a relic of the past. It’s
still a force in the world, including close
to home. And it’s abhorrent,” wrote
Blinken. “It has no place in the United
States, at the State Department or anywhere else. And we must be relentless
in standing up and rejecting it.”
The elevator is near the office of the
nominated ambassador-at-large to monitor and combat anti-Semitism.
“To our Jewish colleagues: please
know how grateful we are for your service and how proud we are to be your
colleagues,” continued Blinken.

The State Department is accessible
only by employees and contractors with
security clearances; it is protected by security guards and cameras.
Israeli Ambassador to the United Nations Gilad Erdan reacted to the discovery in a statement on last Tuesday.
“The swastika etched in the State
Department is a serious incident of anti-Semitic vandalism, which once again
shows that anti-Semitism does not distinguish between Jews in Israel and
Jews in America, and harms not only Israel but the entire world,” he said in the

As this painfully
reminds us, antiSemitism isn’t a relic
of the past. It’s still
a force in the world,
including close to
home.
statement. “We must fight together resolutely against anti-Semitism of any kind
and bring to justice anyone who acts out
of hatred for the Jewish [people].”
Jewish politicians and organizations
responded by pointing out that these
types of incidents are why the administration named an anti-Semitism envoy.
“This hateful display of anti-Semitism, reportedly nearby our own federal government’s office to fight such
things, is extremely disturbing, repugnant and simply un-American,” Rep.
Josh Gottheimer (D-N.J.) said in a
statement. HW
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Six Priorities for the Sandwich Generation
Provided by Mike Stein, Managaing Director – Investments,
Wells Fargo Advisors
The “Sandwich Generation” – adults
caring for aging parents as well as children – faces several stressful challenges
that come from trying to juggle everyone’s needs. One of those top stressors:
finances, such as how to cover education and health care costs and still save
enough for retirement. The demands often compete with one another – which
is why setting clear priorities is so important.
Here are six tips for setting those priorities to help you deliver the support
your loved ones need – without shortchanging yourself.
1. Take care of your future first. Saving enough for retirement should be
your top priority. You have to take care
of your needs before you help your parents and your children.
2. Create or update your investment
plan. Create an investment plan that will
help you balance your financial goals
with the needs of your children and parents. Review your budget, analyze your
expenses, and set savings targets to help
you prioritize planning for an upcoming
expense, such as college costs or longterm care for your parents.
3. Review your insurance coverage.
Protecting your assets is always a good
idea, but it’s even more important when
you have two generations depending on
you. Make sure you have enough life
insurance in case something happens to
you to pay off your mortgage and other
debt, and to help cover the future living expenses of your dependents. And
don’t forget disability insurance: More
than a quarter of today’s 20-year-olds
will become disabled before they retire,
according to the Council for Disability
Awareness.*
4. Check in on your parents’ financial
health. Though it might seem awkward,
talk to your parents about their wishes
for the future and their financial health.
What financial assets and expenses do
they have? How do they plan to meet

their financial obligations? Do they
have a plan to cover the costs of longterm care? This conversation can help
you determine how much financial support you will need to provide.
Also, make sure your parents have
done adequate estate planning, and ask
for copies of their will or trust, durable
power of attorney, healthcare power of
attorney, and advance healthcare directive. Make sure your own estate-planning documents are complete and updated as well.
5. Consider reducing financial support for grown children. Many parents
still help their grown children with their
finances – sometimes even to their detriment. Many young Baby Boomers are
still paying their kids’ expenses, cell
phone bill, or car insurance. If this is
the case for you, talk with your children
about the steps they can take to start becoming more financially independent.
6. Look for ways to help reduce your
taxes. In some cases, you may be able
to claim your aging parents as dependents. Also check with a tax advisor
to see if their medical expenses qualify as a tax deduction. Another way
that may benefit your financial bottom
line is to set up a 529 Plan account for
your children’s education expenses.
*https://disabilitycanhappen.org/overview/
Wells Fargo Advisors is not a tax or legal advisor.
All investing involves risk, including loss of
principal. Please consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before
investing in a 529 savings plan. The official statement, which contains this and other information,
can be obtained by calling your financial advisor.
Read it carefully before you invest.

This advertisement was written by Wells Fargo Advisors, and provided to you by Mike Stein
– Managing Director – Investments.
Investments in securities and insurance
products are: NOT FDIC-INSURED/NOT
BANK-GUARANTEED/MAY LOSE VALUE
Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name used by
Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC, Member
SIPC, a registered broker-dealer and non-bank
affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company.
© 2021 Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC.
All rights reserved. HW
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Wells Fargo Advisors does not provide tax or legal advice.
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Services, LLC, Member SIPC, a registered broker-dealer and non-bank
affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company. © 2020 Wells Fargo Clearing Services,
LLC. All rights reserved. CAR-0720-04236
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Meet the rabbi who still blows the shofar every night at 7 to
salute health care workers

Since the early days of the pandemic, Rabbi Janise Poticha has kept up
her shofar-blowing at 7 p.m. daily as a salute to health care workers.
Credit: Lydia Orias

By Shira Hanau

(JTA) – Rabbi Janise Poticha had been
blowing the shofar on her terrace every
evening at 7 for five months when the daily ritual began to take on a new meaning.
Her sister contracted COVID in August and, after a week and a half at home,
had to be hospitalized and later intubated.
“She spent a great amount of time
closer to death than life,” Poticha said.
Unable to visit her sister in the hospital, Poticha continued to join the 7
p.m. cheers for health care workers by

blowing the shofar, a ram’s horn, every evening from her Upper West Side
apartment’s terrace. For Poticha, a rabbi
at Temple Sinai of Massapequa on Long
Island, the shofar reminded her of the
binding of Isaac when Abraham slaughters a ram in place of Isaac, allowing
Isaac to live.
“During that time, not being able to
be near her or her immediate family, the
blowing of the shofar to me became another symbol of life as it was a symbol

Birthright cancels remaining summer trips to Israel
By Ron Kampeas

When Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that New York would reopen
Poticha figured perhaps it was the moment to end the cheer.
“I actually thought, well maybe this
is the time that we stop doing this,” she
said. “I asked some of the people that
were in the cheer and they were like no,
we’re going to [keep doing it], this is
still important.”
She added: “That was about three
weeks ago. And the numbers are coming back up.”
So Poticha is still sounding the shofar and praying for the day when it does
make sense to end the evening salute.
Asked when she might stop participating, the rabbi said she could not predict.
“The numbers are continuing to go
up, frontline workers continue to be
very stressed with what is happening,”
she said, “and there are too many people
not vaccinated.” HW

THE EMBASSY APARTMENTS
A

(JTA) – Birthright, the program that
brings young Jews to Israel for free, is
canceling its remaining 42 trips this summer because of new Israeli rules that require Americans arriving in Israel to quarantine for a week.
The tours last just 10 days – although
participants may stay longer on their own
– and most participants are American.
Participants whose trips are canceled
may sign up for new trips, said Haaretz,
which first reported the cancellation last

Monday. The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control says there is a “very high level”
of COVID-19 in Israel, and that even fully
vaccinated travelers may be at risk for getting and spreading COVID-19 variants.
“We anticipate that the seven-day
quarantine rule will be temporary, and
we look forward to resuming trips as
soon as possible,” the newspaper quoted
a Birthright spokesman as saying.
Birthright resumed travel in May following a 14-month hiatus. HW
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of life for Isaac,” Poticha said.
The evening salute to health care
workers was started in March 2020 but
abandoned by most people within a few
months as the first wave of the pandemic ended. For Poticha, for whom the
cheer became a ritual, there needed to
be some kind of formality to the way it
ended rather than letting it peter out.
Her sister would spend several months
in the hospital before moving to a rehab
facility and eventually going home.
Even after celebrating that milestone,
Poticha continued to sound the shofar at
7 each evening – to the disappointment
of some of her neighbors.
The week after receiving her first
dose of the vaccine this spring, she blew
the shofar at 7 as always. Now, however, she felt a new sense of hope.
“Wow, you know, maybe there will
be a light if everyone does this,” she
thought to herself.
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The Jewish Agency’s ShinShinim emissaries in Israel before departing for
communities around the world, August 2021. Credit: Amit Amar.
Once there, they will work closely
(JNS) – A total of 145 ShinShinim
with local Federations and other Jewish
(gap-year emissaries) will depart this
organizations to provide educational acmonth for communities around the
tivities for youth movements, Jewish day
world on behalf of the Jewish Agency
schools and community centers. They
for Israel to begin a year of voluntary
live with host families or in shared apartservice to help strengthen world Jewry’s
ments, which allows them to immerse
relationship with Israel before their rethemselves in their new environment.
quired national army service.
“The ShinShinim bring Israel directly
They will arrive against the backdrop
into the lives of thousands of children
of the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, rising
and young people throughout the Jewanti-Semitism and a young generation
ish world. They infuse their communiof Jews who studies show are distancing
ties with a bright, young and dynamic
themselves from Israel.
spirit and foster their communities’ conThe emissaries serve all parts of the
nection with Israel,” said Jewish Agenglobe, including the United States, Cancy director-general and CEO Amira
ada, Paraguay, Mexico, South Africa,
Ahronoviz. “They act as a living bridge
England, France, Hungary, Italy, and,
between Israel and Jews around the
for the first time, Spain, Switzerland,
globe.” HW
Belgium and Monaco.

All Sea Isle Dog Park Lovers:

Voting for the Best of Memphis, 2021
is underway, and we’d love to have the
Sea Isle Dog Park be voted
as the Best Dog Park in Memphis!
Please scan the QR Code and cast your
vote for Sea Isle.
Thank you for your support!
~ Hal B. Lovett, Sea Isle Park Board Member

From left: Comedian Eric Andre, Desus Nice and The Kid Mero are seen in
The Village Temple in New York City during an episode of “Desus & Mero.”
Credit: Screenshot from YouTube

By Gabe Friedman, Philissa
Cramer

(JTA) – At the start of a clip from their
Showtime series’ latest episode last
Thursday, comedy show hosts Desus
Nice and The Kid Mero proclaim outside a synagogue that they don’t “know
that much about Jewish culture.”
But that’s not entirely true – The Kid
Mero, whose real name is Joel Martinez, is raising four children with his
Jewish wife, Heather. And the non-Jewish Jamaican-American and Dominican-American pair have often cited
tidbits from Jewish culture in earlier iterations of their popular late night comedy show, which was hailed as a Black
alternative to the mostly white world of
late night.
When the duo felt the need to celebrate a bar mitzvah of sorts on TV, they
called in one of their Jewish friends to
help them prepare: the wild child comedian Eric Andre, who often uses Jewish
humor in his standup routines.
In the clip, the group heads inside Andre’s synagogue, The Village Temple,
a Reform congregation in downtown
Manhattan, and meets with Rabbi Diana
Fersko to learn the basics of the coming-of-age ritual – before engaging in a
debauched afterparty.
Fersko told the Jewish Telegraphic
Agency that she accepted the invitation
to be part of the segment because she
knew that by appearing on “Desus and
Mero,” she would be reaching many
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Desus and Mero get a bar mitzvah
(of sorts), with the help of Eric
Andre and an NYC rabbi

145 Jewish Agency young
emissaries set to arrive in
communities around world
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people she strives to engage.
“They have a significant Jewish audience and I think it’s essential to meet
people where they are,” she said. “One
of my goals is to show that rabbis look
different than many people might assume or imagine and to have meaningful conversations about Judaism.”
But Fersko said she was surprised by
some of the questions she got during
taping – such as the question about
whether cocaine is kosher. (Andre says
it is if it’s blessed by a rabbi; Fersko remains silent. In fact, whether a product
is kosher depends on how it is produced,
not the blessing of a rabbi.)
“This is not at all what I talk about
with bar mitzvah children,” Fersko said.
“You can see the look on my face shows
that I was uncomfortable at times, but
I think they tried hard to walk that line
between comedy and respect and deliver something that was fun.”
As for the afterparty held in the synagogue’s social hall (the first during the
Covid era), Fersko didn’t attend, though
she said she assumes that as the rabbi,
she was invited.
“What I wanted to say about the party is it’s a commandment to be joyful
in Judaism,” she said. “So the party is
not necessarily a frivolous expression.
It’s actually the fulfillment of something much deeper: communal joy and
pride.” HW
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How a Yiddish theater mecca became ‘the church of rock ‘n’ roll’
By Henry Saponzik

This article appeared in Forward.
2021 marks the 50th anniversary
of the closing of the Fillmore East the
iconic theater that early on was dubbed
by a member of the Grateful Dead, as
“The Church of Rock n Roll.” And,
while the Fillmore is best known for the
way it mainstreamed youth music, this
rock ‘n’ roll church also has a Yiddish
provenance.
It was built in 1922 by Jewish entertainment entrepreneurs Elias Meyer
and Louis Schneider and began life as
the Commodore Theater, a swank 2,200
seat revolutionary hybrid mixed-use
space (movies and vaudeville) and just
one of their 17 theaters on the Lower
East Side alone.
Meyer and Schneider presented silent
movies and vaudeville (both American
and Yiddish) alongside night school, a
popular and profitable method for fasttrack Jewish acculturation. (For example, in the winter 1925 season, their Mt.
Morris Theater in a formerly Jewish
Harlem neighborhood, which was seeing a significant demographic shift of incoming African-Americans, Meyer and
Schneider booked in Goldye Mae Steiner billed as “di shvartze khaznte, The
World’s Only Colored Woman Cantor.”)
To build the Commodore, Meyer
and Schneider turned to architect Harrison G. Wiseman (1877-1945) whose
neo-Orientalist and Deco- styled theater constructions were among the most
literate and lavish of the day. Wiseman
(who, incidentally, was not Jewish)
found even more popularity in the late
1920s with the arrival of talking pictures
and microphones. Theaters rushing to
“wire” their houses for sound found that
extant Wiseman theaters were eminently better suited than other theaters to the
different needs of both amplified and
acoustic sound.
The playhouses of Wiseman, who
could easily be called the father of New
York Yiddish theater architecture, were
familiar to Yiddish theatergoers on the
Lower East Side as some of his earlier
houses (like the extant Orpheum, which
has hosted “Stomp” for years) had subsequently become Yiddish theaters.
Wiseman’s first-known Yiddish commission was the 1925 Louis N. Jaffe
Theater, home to Maurice Schwartz’s
Yiddish Arts Theater on East 12th and
Second Avenue; it functions today as
The Village East Cinemas with much of
the interior decorations still intact.
Yiddish shop-worker-cum-vest-pocket de’ Medici art benefactor William
Rolland too turned to Wiseman when
he sought to build a theater for the great
Michal Michalesco in 1929. Rolland
erected his eponymous Brooklyn theater
on St. John’s Place, (the “Gateway to
Eastern Parkway” and the source of its
subsequent name change to the Parkway
Theater.) The theater was sold in 1956
and functions today as “The Holy House
of Prayer for All People.”
On August 8, 1927, Variety announced the unexpected news that Meyer and Schneider would be selling their
Commodore Theater to rival mixed-use
showman Marcus Loew. In no time,
Loew’s Commodore turned to its own
formidable roster of movies from its
MGM Hollywood studios and deep catalog of variety artists including those in
the Yiddish world.
A January 18, 1928, notice in Variety states that Boris Thomashefsky
(whose fortunes had begun to wane in
the late 1920s) would debut a vaudeville
sketch called “Mark’s Millions” at the
Loew’s Commodore, ironically only a
few blocks from where Thomashefsky’s
own original theater once stood.

On the Avenue: The theater
that became the Fillmore East
was built in 1922 by Jewish
entertainment entrepreneurs Elias
Meyer and Louis Schneider and
began life as the Commodore
Theater. Credit: NYC Department
of Records
The rise of talking pictures and the
decline of vaudeville in the early 1930s
meant that Loew’s theaters cut back on
live shows to increase focus primarily
on offerings from MGM.
At the same time, a change in ownership at WLTH, one of Brooklyn’s feisty
low-power radio stations featuring
Yiddish programs, would bring the decamped little station cheek to jowl with
the Commodore.
With business offices and some studios pitched at next door’s Manhattan
Central, WLTH traded on the superb
acoustics of the Commodore, periodically broadcasting concerts performed
for a live audience from its stage. For
example, poet actor/director (and the
driving force of WLTH Yiddish programming) Victor Packer, would, early
in his tenure, broadcast live performances of his adaptations of Yiddish novels
and plays before theater audiences un-
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til the station was forced off the air in
1942.
The 1948 anti-trust rulings against movie studios owning their own theaters meant
that the Loew’s Commodore was cut loose
from MGM. It eventually became The Village Theater, whose management paid the
bills by toggling between neighborhood
theater groups, foreign films and short-run
seasonal leases.
One of those leases was made to Polish-born Yiddish actor Ben Bonus.
Bonus, (1920-1984) had come to the
U.S. in 1929 and, denied membership
in the Hebrew Actor’s Union, toured the
country in his so-called Jewish Mobile
Theater (“a limousine with scenery tied
on the roof and six actors huddled inside”). He became a sort-of Yiddish theater Johnny Appleseed, championing the
works of Goldfaden, Sholom Asch and
Mendele Moykher Sforim and touring
the provincial Yiddish theater circuit.
In 1964, Bonus and producer partner
Sol Dickstein started leasing the Village Theater running what their ads described as “a musical revue with American and Yiddish stars and revivals of
Yiddish film classics” – in other words,
an unintentional reanimation of the successful original mixed-use approach of
Meyer and Schneider in the 20s.
Working with his wife, the late Yiddish actress, Mina Bern, their shows like
“Let’s Sing Yiddish” (and its tie-in LP)
when matched to their unspooling of old
Yiddish talkies drew in crowds. A few
weekends a month, he was able to fill
the theater’s 2,800 seats.
But external changes were already in
place at the Village – a November 11,
1965, press release touted a “folk rock”
concert starring Chuck Berry! Tuesday
night presentations of “The League for
Spiritual Discovery” were led by Dr.
Timothy Leary who, in a puckishly
posed picture beneath the unchanged

Loew’s marquee, was advertised as the
“reincarnation of Jesus Christ” while
neatly framed by both the banner for
Bonus’ Yiddish-American vaudeville
theater, and the storefronts of the kosher
dairy restaurant, Ratner’s.
By 1968, Ben Bonus had moved on
and in moved another Yiddish-speaking
survivor of Hitler’s Europe: Bill Graham (1931-1991).
The Berlin-born Graham (né Wulf
Grajonca) had been kindertransported
out of Germany to France from where,
subsequently, he grew up in the Bronx.
Despite neutralizing his childhood German accent, changing his name and
moving to California where he honed his
promoter skills creating performing platforms for bands like the Grateful Dead,
Jefferson Airplane, Big Brother and the
Holding Company and Janis Joplin,
Graham continued to maintain an active
link with his Yiddishkayt. He was the
first underwriter of Chabad San Francisco’s giant Hanukkah menorah the first of
its kind outside of Israel and maintained
some Yiddish literacy. His older sister,
the late Ester Chichinsky, was known to
be a fluent Yiddish speaker.
It’s impossible not to think that Graham: educated, clear-eyed and intuitive – would not be aware of the irony
of what he was doing in repurposing
this old Jewish theater and changing its
identity the same way the neighborhood,
too, was changing its own identity from
the Lower East Side to the East Village.
Like a salmon swimming back upstream, Graham returned in 1968 to
the New York of his middle youth to
open a church of Rock n Roll in a former Jewish theater – now debased and
disemboweled, one of a phalanx of redundant and anonymous neighborhood
storefront banks – as the last of the flamboyant Jewish impresarios to make its
walls ring. HW
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The next world
Editor’s note:
This story is being
reprinted in memory
of Ted Roberts in
appreciation of his
longtime service
as a newspaper
columnist.

By Ted Roberts

When the Lord, bored by the plants
and animals, decided on his supreme
challenge, man, one thought bothered
him. It was this: humankind – those conceived and yet to be conceived – would
note their limited time here on earth and
it would quell their ambition. It would
stultify their need for accomplishment.
It might even damage their morality –
after all, the whole adventure they called
life was so short, so temporary. They
had seen the other forms of animal and
plant life dry up and disappear. What a
downer. The adventure called life was
only temporary. A blink of eternity’s
eyelid. Deeds, accomplishments, even
possessions melted like ice under the fiery stare of time.
How would they, mankind, under-
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stand death? They would be shocked.
So how could He, the Creator, show
them there was a world beyond – a
world reminiscent of the lost Eden – but
absent of snakes? He could announce it
like a carnival barker with a bullhorn,
but that had no dignity and He hated to
show his face and interfere in the natural
order.
How to tell his new creature that life
was not the brief tale it appeared to be.
There was more – much more – and it
was as blissful as an April morning.
Ah, He shivered with delight. The
seasons: he’d make four instead of
three. That’s how He would show them.
He would demonstrate it with the flair of
nature. He would cycle the year through
its stages. Life would seem to perish in
Winter, but it would revive in Spring. At
first no one would understand the planetary cause of this effect – Spring, that
renews the heart of all G-d’s creatures;
plants, animals, humanity. They would
dream up myths that had nothing to do
with Him and the natural world He so
logically built. But let them. “Look, the
Apple tree lives. Like us, it thrives and
blossoms even though we thought it was
dead. Persephone has returned, would

Archeologists find
evidence of Jerusalem
earthquake described in
Bible

The Davidson Center Archaeological Park, adjacent to Jerusalem’s
Western Wall. Credit: Wikimedia Commons.
(JNS) – Archeologists have uncovered in the City of David National Park
in Jerusalem the first evidence of the
capital being hit with an earthquake that
was mentioned in the Bible, reported
i24News.
According to the first verse of the
book of Amos, the earthquake occurred
during the time of the Kingdom of Judah in the eighth century BCE.
The Israel Antiquities Authority
(IAA) said last week that while evidence of the earthquake has been discovered across Israel, archaeologists
have never unearthed markings of the
destruction that prove the natural disaster also struck Jerusalem, the capital of
the Kingdom of Judah.
Archeologists from the IAA found a
layer of destroyed artifacts, including
containers, bowls, lamps, kitchen utensils and storage jars, which were broken
during the collapse of a building in the

City of David. Researchers found no
signs of fire in the destruction, leading
them to believe that the building was not
damaged due to conquest or a violent
act, but collapsed because of an earthquake, explained The Jerusalem Post.
“We wondered what could have
caused such a heavy layer of destruction, and we looked for a reference in
the biblical text,” said Joe Uziel and
Ortal Chalaf, the IAA’s directors of excavations. “We then discovered that the
earthquake that appears in the Bible in
the books of Amos and Zechariah occurred when the building we unearthed
in the City of David collapsed.
“The combination of the findings on
the ground with the biblical description,”
they continued, “led us to the conclusion
that the earthquake that struck the land
of Israel during the reign of Ozias, king
of Judah, also struck the capital of the
kingdom – Jerusalem.” HW

DEADLINES FOR STORIES AND ADS
WEDNESDAYS AT NOON.
AND WE ARE HAPPY
TO ACCEPT YOUR STORIES IN ADVANCE.

say the mythmaker. There is no death.
Even though we sleep like the tulip, lo,
we live when our Creator calls with the
sun.” It’s not too late to repent, to renew, to create. It is not too late – there
is more.
They wouldn’t understand the mechanics, of course, but later generations
would. They would understand that
it fit into the natural world like a rose
bush into a garden. There was no need
to measure time and deeds to squeeze
them into such a small box of life. Eternity was theirs. There was time to learn
and do. And those that seem to be lost,
like the Apple tree, were only waiting.
Spring! Spring! was the secret. Humanity would watch with fascination
as green sprung from the once brown
soil. The dead tree sprouted new limbs
with joy and dead pods magically turned
into blossoms that would guarantee future life. A hint to mankind that life was
as eternal as the moon, another one of
G-d’s creations. And what a demonstration of His power to conquer death.
This they would understand. Obviously, one world gave way to another
in a never-ending cycling. Even at first
with childish, but beautiful myths that

|
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strengthen their heart. Man would understand. Later they would fully comprehend how nature pointed to eternity;
of how the gray meadow turned green
again in obedience to His law. “Look, the
Apple tree is blooming.” Does not man
and nature obey the self-same Creator?
Look, there is more for us, too. HW

Norwegian imam who
has promoted interfaith
dialogue said Jews should
be
killed
By Cnaan Liphshiz
(JTA) – A Muslim imam in Norway
who has led interfaith dialogue projects has made antisemitic statements on
Facebook, including on how Jews are
dangerous and “should be killed,” for
years.
The Norway branch of Minhaj-ul-Quran, an international Muslim organization that is considered moderate and
geared toward outreach, suspended
Noor Ahmad Noor indefinitely last
Monday following an expose published
last week by the Vartland newspaper on
his antisemitic statements. Noor had
served for years as the branch’s director.
Police have launched an investigation
into his remarks.
In one post from 2019, Noor wrote
that Jews “put the world in danger” and
it is “necessary to kill them.”
In a short statement to the Norwegian media, Noor said: “My posts were

published in frustration over attacks in
Gaza. Innocent children and women
were killed. My criticism and frustration
should have been directed at the regime.
And not against a group of people. I
apologize.”
As director of Minhaj-ul-Quran, he
has participated in meetings and projects with top government officials, including Cabinet ministers and Ivar Flaten, head of the Church Dialogue Center
in Drammen, the Norwegian city where
Noor lives.
Flaten initially defended Noor to
Vartland, arguing dialogue occurs amid
disagreements, but has since called the
remarks “unacceptable, shocking.”
In a statement, Minhaj-ul-Quran
wrote: “These are attitudes and values
we have zero tolerance for as a religious
community. This is contrary to what we
have been working for decades.” HW

Mayim Bialik to host ‘Jeopardy!’
specials as the game show
reveals post-Trebek lineup
By Gabe Friedman

(JTA) – “Jeopardy!” is getting its
first-ever Jewish host as Sony Pictures
Television announced that actress Mayim Bialik will host some of the game
show’s new primetime specials.
Following longtime host Alex Trebek’s death last fall, Bialik served as
one of the show’s celebrity guest hosts
for two weeks in June. In her new role,
the star of “The Big Bang Theory” will
host new spinoff series, including a college tournament next year.
Mike Richards, one of the show’s executive producers, will host the daily
syndicated episodes.
“Really really honored and astounded
and excited for this – it’s beyond anything I ever imagined could happen,”
Bialik tweeted after the announcement
last Wednesday.
Bialik, who holds a doctorate in neu-

roscience and often writes about her observant Jewish practice, will also be the
show’s first permanent woman host.
She posted a video response to the
news as well, paying tribute to her Jewish immigrant grandparents.
“I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge that I am a second generation American, and my grandparents
were immigrants…my mother’s parents
in particular…never had a command of
the English language. And it’s a tremendously bizarre and humbling and surreal
experience to see that in the time that
my grandparents fled Eastern Europe
until now, how much has changed in my
life,” she said.
Richards, meanwhile, has come under
fire for allegations that he created a hostile work environment as a producer for
“The Price Is Right.” HW
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Inez Flink Fried
Inez Flink Fried, 95, passed away on
August 9, 2021, at the Memphis Jewish
Home & Rehab. Her passing follows
that of her husband of 65 years, Gerald
L. Fried, in 2014; her parents, Mildred
and Morris Flink of Lexington, Mississippi, and sisters Bernice Beyer and
Myra Norma Flink.
She is survived by children Mimi Davis (Bill), Jerry Fried (the late Nancy),
and Marilyn Glazer (Louis). She was
the loving grandmother to Lewis Davis
(Legia), Eric Davis (Jessica), Hannah
Fried (Andrew), Stuart Fried, Aaron
Glazer (LauraLee) and Rachel Glazer.
Inez worked for the Memphis Jewish
Federation and taught 4th grade religious school at Temple Israel for many
years. Known for her delightful accent,
ever-present smile, Inez had friends of
all ages throughout her life. A member of the Gallery Study Group, one of
Memphis’ earliest book clubs, she enjoyed reading, taking daily walks, and
spending time with family.
Inez was a long-time member of Temple Israel.
The family requests any donations be
made to an organization of the donor’s
choice. A private graveside service was
held. HW
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Shirley Wilbourn Starr
Shirley Wilbourn Starr passed away
peacefully on August 11, 2021, at the
age of 85, surrounded by family. Shirley enjoyed a long, happy life and will
be remembered as a beautiful, smiling,
sweet and deeply caring wife, mother,
grandmother, sister and aunt.
Shirley was born in Coffeeville, Mississippi, on October 22, 1935, the first
of five children, to Merle and Parks
Wilbourn. After graduating from Coffeeville High School, she moved to
Memphis to attend the Baptist Memorial
Hospital School of Nursing, embarking
on a 50-year nursing career that would
define her adult life. It was in her role as
a nurse that Shirley met Stanley Starr in
1959, as she cared for Stanley’s mother
at Baptist Hospital. Shirley and Stanley
were married on September 3, 1961;
and were happily married for nearly 60
years. Together they raised two children,
Marlon Starr (Becky), now of Atlanta,
and Keely Starr (James) of Memphis.
Throughout her life, Shirley placed a
huge emphasis on family. She relished
her role as wife, mother, and particularly as grandmother to Michael and Shelby
Starr, who were the center of her universe.
Shirley is also survived by three sisters, Sally Wilbourn of Memphis, Carol
Morgan of Okolona, Mississippi, and
Judy Jones (Mike) of Winona, Mississippi, a brother Mack Wilbourn (Carol)
of Coffeeville, Mississippi, sister-inlaw Elaine Roth of Boston, and many
nieces, nephews and cousins whom she
loved deeply.
A graveside funeral service was held
at the Temple Israel Cemetery.
In lieu of flowers, the family requests
memorials be made to the charity of the
donor’s choice. HW
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Sam Faber’s Eagle Project
consisted of designing and
placing a concrete pad and
connecting walkway under the
pavilion behind Plough Towers.
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We’ll always have Paris (even if Paris can never be the same)
By Sybil Adelman Sage

This was first published in Forward.
The pandemic had me fearing I might
die without getting to use my miles.
Soon after it was announced that France
was reopening, our son, whose wife
grew up there, said, “We’re taking the
baby to Paris. Want to come?” Since
I’m a Jewish mother and now the grandmother of an adorable 20-month-old, he
had me at “Want.”
I was over the top excited, but the
guilt so familiar to those of us in the
tribe was topped by flygkam, the Swedish word for “flight shame.” A group of
celebrities that includes Olympic gold
medalist Bjorn Ferry and the musician
Malena Enman (mother of climate activist Greta Thunberg) has been trying
to discourage people from flying. Airplane emissions have been a major factor in climate change. But I was 79 and
I might not have another opportunity to
vacation with my family, so I cast this as
an extenuating circumstance and started
searching for cheap bistros.
“You’re flying to France?”
Friends reacted with surprise. They
knew my husband, Martin, and I had
done nothing riskier than shop for food,
double masking and sanitizing between
touching the blueberries and bananas.
If we’d owned hazmat suits, we would
have put them on. I explained that we’d
been vaccinated, and this was an offer

we couldn’t refuse.
Having reached the age where you
stop saving things for the future, we
splurged, using extra miles so we could
be in Premium Economy. Though osteopenia has shortened me to a scant 5’1,
I’d never been able to uncurl my legs on
a flight, wishing I could put them in the
overhead rack.
Arriving in Paris, we discovered the
locals relishing their release from confinement, clearly appreciating that the
9 p.m. curfew had been extended to 11
p.m. Walking in the Marais, I asked Martin, “Do you notice anything different?”
“Like what?” he asked.
“All the women are in sneakers.
Maybe they’re government issues.”
He shrugged. “And they’ve given up
scarves. You can’t tell the natives from
the tourists.”
“I’m not sure there are any tourists,”
he said. French was the only language
we were hearing. Martin felt especially
connected to Paris, where his grandfather had been a rabbi and his father lived
after the war. He still had cousins there.
Turning onto the Rue des Rosiers, he
said, “Three generations of my family
have walked on this street.”
I was hit with the same melancholia
I feel on New York’s Lower East Side,
missing the Yiddish atmosphere that
was so much a part of my childhood

home. In both neighborhoods, a bearded man was more likely to sport a tattoo
than a yarmulke. Kosher restaurants,
falafel-diners and bakeries had been replaced by trendy boutiques. I was saddened by the diminished Jewish presence in the city, missing Paris’ historical
Goldenberg’s, the restaurant that was
opened by a Holocaust survivor who’d
lost his family at Auschwitz. Shuttered
in 2006, it had been a meeting place
for other survivors and a tourist attraction until the 1982 antisemitic terrorist
attack that killed six and injured more
than 20. The dead were commemorated
in a plaque, a reminder of the atrocities
committed toward the Jewish community here.
There were “soldes” signs in every
window advertising the summer sales,
but shopping – even at 50 percent off –
wasn’t worth taking time off from what
we were experiencing. I cherished each
event, kvelling as our granddaughter
waved to us on her first merry-go-round
ride in the Luxembourg Gardens, devoured a crepe and came down a slide in
Place des Vosges. It felt like a mitzvah
that we could go to dinner early and take
care of her, so our son and daughter-inlaw could go out on their own. We took
the baby to a bistro, where she laughed
and lifted her bottle of milk to toast my
glass of Chablis. She was delighted

when the waiter brought over an enormous stuffed teddy bear for her to play
with while she sipped onion soup.
As a parent, I knew how quickly time
flies by. I remembered telling my son
when he was in high school, “If I had
one wish, it would be to get you back at
each age for a few days.”
He’d scoffed, “You’d choose that
over curing a terrible disease?”
“I wouldn’t be the only one getting a
wish,” I said. “Someone else will find
the cure. They won’t care about you.”
As grandparents in France, Martin
and I were exploding with joie de vivre.
I rationalized that our two international
flights would have given off the same
horrific emissions with or without us. I
tried to deal with my guilt by justifying
that we were entitled to treat ourselves
to this most extraordinary experience.
When I returned home, I would continue to recycle, be conscientious about
saving water and not order from Amazon. This trip allowed us to bond even
more intimately with our granddaughter
and the photos will be there for her long
after we’re gone.
Sybil Adelman Sage wrote for the
television shows “Northern Exposure,”
“Maude” and “The New Dick Van Dyke
Show,” among others. You can visit her
website at www.sagemosaicart.com
Reprinted with permission Forward.
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